Hi! My name is Bee-Bot and I'm an easy to use programmable robot!

Fun Facts About Me:
- I have bright buttons that make programming me a snap!
- I have the ability to remember up to 40 instructions at once.
- I can make sounds and flash my lights to let students know their instructions have been entered.
- There are hundreds of lesson plans that already use me available in my companion notebook and on the Web!

Getting to Know Me:

Things that make me special:
- I'm the whole package! No other devices and apps are required.
- I'm easy to integrate into any subject area lesson. Honestly, I like all subjects not just Computer Science!
- I have a long battery life & I am easy to recharge.
- I will never forget what you have told me to do until you press my clear button.

Things that make me a little weird:
- I love being used with a floor mat. It's like my own personal red carpet!
- I have sensitive feet. I roll most accurately on smooth surfaces. Don't judge, I bet your feet have preferences too!
- I can only take 15 cm steps.
- I can only move forward and backward.
- I can only turn 90 degrees right or left.
- Unlike other bees I can't fly.
- Like all robots I'm only as smart as the human programming me!

Find out more: [https://moboces.libguides.com/Bee-bots](https://moboces.libguides.com/Bee-bots)